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Compound 
bows increased our maxi-
mum e� ective range and treestands 
lifted us above our quarry’s noses, 
but we still missed a lot of easy shots 
at game because we didn’t know the 
range. Back when I guided bowhunters 
regularly, eyeball range judging was a 
huge part of my job skills. I was good 
because I spent a lot of time practic-
ing to develop those skills, but like 
any human machine I wasn’t infallible, 
especially during my own bowhunts 
when I was responsible for pulling o�  
the stressful shot. I tried dial-operated 
optical range� nders when they were 
� rst introduced, but found them high-
ly unreliable and a hassle to operate. 
� us I stubbornly clung for decades to 
“guesstimate” range judging for suc-
cess. It’s safe to say 90 percent of the 
shots bowhunters missed before laser 
range� nders were a direct result of 
misjudged range and consequently 
using the wrong pin for the range pre-
sented.
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L a s e r 
r a n g e f i n d e r s 

ushered in the modern 
age of bowhunting and cocksure shoot-
ing at ranges that would have been 
considered unethical in another time. 
In 1983, when I killed my � rst bull elk 
with a bow, the “guesstimated” 45 yard 
shot on the 6x6 was “way out there.” 
Fifteen years later, I killed a 386 7x8, my 
biggest bull yet, at 60 yards. � e latter, 
in addition to long hours of smart prac-
tice and untold numbers of bagged 
summertime jackrabbits, was wholly 
justi� ed by the clunky Bushnell laser 
range� nder riding around my neck 
like a pair of full-sized binoculars. Last 
fall, I arrowed a beautiful 6x6 Idaho 
bull at 45 yards, determining the range 
after � shing an Opti-Logic ranging unit 
the size of a pack of cigarettes from 
a shirt breast pocket. � at 1983 shot 
was somewhat of a desperate stab. � e 
more recent elk were taken in absolute 
con� dence. In fact, despite modern 
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compound bows, straight-
er carbon arrows and 

streamlined broadheads, few 
shooters would have any busi-

ness taking the aforementioned 
shots without a laser range� nder.

Yes, laser range� nders have had a 
huge impact on bowhunting.

� e highly disciplined bowhunter, 
employing a modern laser range� nder, 
could conceivably go several seasons 
without missing a single shot on big 
game, due entirely to eliminating the 
biggest stumbling block in archery 
from the equation: positively knowing 
the range.

And they just keep getting better 
and smaller. � e latest laser range-
� nders are faster and more precise, 
more user friendly, and so small that 
managing binoculars and a range-
� nder is no longer a hassle. Compact 
units provide spot-on range with the 
push of a button, allow panning with 
moving targets to remain abreast of 
shifting developments, and sometimes 
even compensate for shot angles well 
outside � at-ground ideals (like when 
shooting down a steep mountainside 
or from an elevated stand). Most are 
more weatherproof than ever (some 
are even waterproof while completely 
submerged) and impervious to rough 
treatment. Prices have also become 
more manageable for the average blue 
collar bowhunter.
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The G-Force with metal housing is 
Bushnell’s top laser range� nder model for 
2012. It is packed with features such as 
ARC ballistic compensating technology, 
RainGuard HD lens protection and ESP 
Extreme Speed Precision processing.

Bushnell’s top laser range� nder model for 

Bushnell’s BowHunter Chuck Adams 
Series Laser Range� nder is one of the most 
a� ordable tilt-compensated units on the 
market, retailing for about $200. ARC 
technology gives bowhunters corrected 
range for shots from stands or up and 
down steep inclines.

Series Laser Range� nder is one of the most The Sport 850 from Bushnell is a no-frills 
laser range� nder that gets the job done 
during tough bowhunts while costing only 
$180. It does not have tilt compensation 
technology, but is extremely accurate from 
5 to 850 yards.

R a n g e F i n d e r 
Rev iew

by Patrick Meitin
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Range� nder technology is chang-
ing at a meteoric pace, making it nec-
essary to regularly review what’s avail-
able. So in that spirit, here are some of 
the options for your shelves.

One-Fisted Ranging
Bushnell Outdoor Products

(www.bushnell.com) manufactured 
the � rst laser range� nders I owned, 
from binocular-sized units in the 
beginning to my � rst single-handed, 
vertical range� nder years later. All have 
proven 100 percent reliable and highly 
a� ordable. Many trophy animals have 
fallen to my arrows as a result of this 
company’s technology. � e Bushnell 
Sport 850 Laser Range� nder carries on 
Bushnell’s tradition of big performance 
at a reasonable price. It is a no-frills 
unit made to serve bowhunters through 
many seasons. At the push of a button 
the Sport 850 provides distances from 
5 to 850 yards with +/- 1 yard accu-
racy. � e eyepiece includes 4x magni-
� cation, fully multicoated optics and 
a wide � eld of view. Combined, these 
features provide a crisp, clear view 
even in low-light conditions. � e unit 
is rainproof and rugged, compact and 
light enough to easily carry in a shirt 
pocket. It includes a non-slip, non-
glare surface and is designed for one-
handed operation. � e posi-thread 
battery door assures no-hassle battery 
replacement. � e unit also comes with 
a built-in tripod mount, neck strap, car-
rying case and battery. With an MSRP 
of only $180, this is also one of the most 
a� ordable high-performance range-
� nders available today.
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Another bowhunting-ready unit is 
Bushnell’s upgraded BowHunter Chuck 
Adams Edition Laser Rangefinder 
(MSRP $200). � is unit includes the 
welcomed Angle Range Compensation 
(ARC) bow mode technology, provid-
ing true horizontal distance from 5 to 
99 yards on any angle up or down-
hill, or from a stand. Click a button 
and the unit displays line-of-sight dis-
tance, angle and true horizontal dis-
tance to help shooters choose the cor-
rect pin before shooting. � e vertical 
unit promotes one-handed operation; 
the 20mm objective, fully multicoated 
optics and 4x eyepiece provide quality 
images and low-light performance. � e 
BowHunter is rainproof and o� ered in 
a green Sure-Grip � nish. It comes with 
carry case and 3 volt battery.

Bushnell’s G-Force 1300 ARC 
Laser Range� nder (MSRP $400) is the 
company’s � agship model for 2012. 
Featuring re� ective ranging capabili-
ties to 1,300 yards (900 to trees, 500 to 
deer), this ranger also o� ers 6x mag-
ni� cation with an adjustable diopter, 
RainGuard HD permanent lens coat-
ing and full waterproof features. Vivid 
Display Technology provides clear 
display viewing in any lighting con-
ditions. ARC technology makes quick 
work of angled shots in rough topog-
raphy or from treestands. VSI ri� e 
capabilities are also included, provid-
ing bullet-drop information for various 
ranges. � e G-Force uses a new E.S.P. 
(Extreme Speed Precision) turbo pro-
cessor for faster target acquisition and 
1/10 yard accuracy from 5 to 125 yards. 
All this technology is assembled inside 
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a rugged metal housing with rubber 
armor.

Leica Sport Optics’ (www.leica.
com) Rangemaster CRF 1000 (also 
o� ered in 1600) is considered by 
many to be the best of the best. If 
you get what you pay for, this is cer-
tainly the case. � e CRF 1000 retails 
for about $600. As the name implies, 
this ranger has a maximum e� ective 
range of 1,000 yards. It o� ers compact, 
one-handed operation, plus best-in-
class light transmission, a wide � eld of 
view and 7x magni� cation. � e unit is 
designed to provide accurate readings 
even on small or moving targets, or 
in poor weather conditions. � e LED 
display automatically adjusts to sur-
rounding light to assure information is 
always sharp and clear no matter the 
conditions. � e solid, die-cast hous-
ing reinforced with lightweight carbon 
� ber makes it rugged and precise and 
the unit is waterproof to 1 meter. It’s 
o� ered in black.

Leupold (www.leupold.com) has 
consistently remained on the cutting 
edge of laser range� nder technology, 
o� ering multicoated optics that have 
set the binoculars and spotting scopes 
apart, and innovations such as DNA 
(Digitally eNhanced Accuracy) in laser 
range� nders. � e new RX-FullDraw 
(MSRP $400) laser range� nder is 
designed especially for bowhunters, 
allowing customers to instantly judge 
the width and/or height of a target 
using the unique Trophy Scale feature. 
Simply set the baseline measurement 
desired (between 10 and 60 inches) 
and the Trophy Scale lets the user 
know if a target measures up. Leupold’s 
TBR (True Ballistic Range) inclinom-
eter provides accurate yardage from 6 
to 175 yards regardless of shot angle, 
and line-of-sight ranges out to 800 
yards. � e 23mm eyepiece includes 
5x magni� cation and a wide � eld-of-
view. � e interior LCD display and 
multicoated optics provide exceptional 
image quality and brightness (thanks 
to a 3.6mm exit pupil) even in low light. 
� ird-generation IR laser technology 
and the DNA signal processing assures 
ranging on “soft,” non-re� ective targets 
accurate to 1/2 yard at 125 yards and 
ranges are given to the nearest 1/10 
of a yard for accurate shot placement 
on the smallest targets. Compact and 

Leica single-handed laser range� nders 
are considered the best of the best, includ-
ing 1000 and 1600 yard models. These 
range� nders provide sophisticated tilt-
compensated technology and the sharpest 
optics in their class, but do come at a high 
price.

and the DNA signal processing assures 
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are considered the best of the best, includ-

compensated technology and the sharpest 
optics in their class, but do come at a high 

The new Leupold RX-FullDraw Laser 
Range� nder is designed to serve bowhunt-
ers with TBR tilt compensation technology 
and adjustable Trophy Scale to gap-mea-
sure big game trophy potential.
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lightweight, this black and olive green 
unit is also waterproof. � e menu is 
easy to understand and the aiming reti-
cles include three user options. � ere is 
a click-stop focus and the eyecup folds 
down for use while wearing eyeglasses. 
� e RX-FullDraw measures 1.6x3x4.2 
inches.

Leupold’s new RX-1000i (MSRP 
$500 black, $525 Mossy Oak camo), 
with the DNA technology discussed 
above, is small enough to � t in a shirt 
pocket but is packed with high-tech 
innovations. � e compact unit is only 
3.8 inches long and weighs 7.8 ounces. 
A multicoated lens allows it to transmit 
80 percent of the available light, a sub-
stantial improvement over earlier tech-
nology. A fold-down eyepiece includes 
6x magni� cation, click-stop focusing 
and a vivid red, variable-intensity 
Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) 
display for brighter low-light readings. 
Hunters can also chose from three 
reticles to best suit terrain and game, 
since the quick set menu provides on-
screen prompts for easy programming. 
Maximum range capabilities are 1,000 
yards on re� ective targets, but when set 
on bow mode, it accommodates targets 
from 6 to 125 yards. True Ballistic Range 
technology is also included, contained 
in a tough rubber-armored, aluminum 
case that’s weatherproof and easy-to-
grasp. � e Rx-1000i with DNA includes 
a black � nish; the less expensive TBR 
model is also available in Mossy Oak 
Break-Up In� nity camou� age.

Each Leupold range� nder comes 
with a Cordura holster, lanyard, CR2 
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lithium battery and instructions.
Nikon Sport Optics (www.nikon-

hunting.com) laser range� nders are 
another brand I’ve used extensively 
from Alaska to Zimbabwe with zero 
complaints or technical problems. � ey 
obviously include top-� ight optics and 
solid electronics because I’ve never 
been one to baby equipment. � e new 
ProSta�  3 Laser Range� nder (MSRP 
$180 black, $200 Realtree APG) was 
designed to provide an economical 
option for budget-minded archers. 
It includes pocket-sized dimensions 
with a high-pro� le display and single-
button control. It measures in yards 
or meters and includes an 8 second 
auto shut-o�  to prolong battery life. 
� e bright, multicoated 6x eyepiece 
assures a crisp, high-resolution image 
in di�  cult lighting conditions, while 
the uncluttered LCD display makes 
ranging fast and precise, even in bright 
sunlight. � e compact unit weighs only 
6.3 ounces. � e 3.5mm exit pupil pro-
vides sharp low-light viewing; the eye-
piece is adjustable using four diopters 
and has a generous 18.2mm eye relief. 
It o� ers water and fog-proof construc-
tion to function in the nastiest weather.

Nikon calls the ProSta�  5 (MSRP 
$230 black, $250 Realtree APG) a “best 
buy” option, combining palm-sized 
dimensions with a multicoated opti-
cal system and an optimized view-
� nder display. With ranging precision 
out to 600 yards, the long eye relief 
of 18.3mm also makes it compatible 
with or without eyeglasses. � e nifty 
1/10 yard display o� ers some of the 
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most precise ranging around, while the 
LCD/LED display switches automati-
cally between bright or dim lighting 
conditions to assure positive range 
readings at all times. � e non-slip case 
is waterproof and fog-proof to stand up 
to various weather conditions.

Opti-Logic Corporation (www.
opti-logic.com) was the � rst company 
to o� er a consumer-priced ballistics 
compensating laser range� nder and 
continues to push the envelope with 
ever-smaller American-made units 
and increasingly advanced features. 
� e Micro 1 (MSRP $400) is currently 
the world’s smallest laser range� nder, 
measuring 1-3/8x2-1/2x3-1/4 inches, 
designed speci� cally for the bow-
hunter who wants reliable, simple and 
compact. � ough compact, the unit 
contains advanced VAC (Vertical Angle 
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Visit beararcheryproducts.com to fi nd out more about the all-new Anarchy.
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� e bright, multicoated 6x eyepiece most precise ranging around, while the most precise ranging around, while the 

Leupold’s RX-1000i laser range� nder 
uses new DNA technology to deliver faster 
ranging capabilities and more accuracy 
on the soft or non-re� ective targets com-
monly encountered while bowhunting.
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Nikon’s no-nonsense Prosta�  3 is one of 
the most a� ordable laser range� nders in 
this lineup. It is a highly dependable and 
compact unit suited to the needs of most 
bowhunters.

The Prosta�  5 from Nikon di� ers from the 
Prosta�  3 because it is 10 percent smaller 
and contains technology that provides 
ranging accuracy to 1/10 yard. It’s o� ered 
in black or Realtree camou� age.

The Prosta�  5 from Nikon di� ers from the 
Prosta�  3 because it is 10 percent smaller 

ranging accuracy to 1/10 yard. It’s o� ered 

Opti-Logic was the � rst in consumer-
priced ballistics compensation technology 
and the Micro 1 is the smallest laser range-
� nder unit in the business today. Built 
in Tennessee, it includes advanced VAC 
tilt-compensation technology for point-on 
aiming from elevated positions.
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Compensation) technology to provide 
spot-on aiming at targets standing 
steeply up- or downhill or beneath a 
high treestand. Opti-Logic is known 
for providing “real distance” capabili-
ties instead of “re� ective” ones. Vice 
President of Sales and Marketing Mike 
Hammel says, “Customers want to 
know how far a range� nder will range 
to a real target.” � e company was also 
the � rst to o� er a full two-year war-
ranty on its products. � e internal LED 
Red Dot Aiming System is brilliantly 
displayed through fully-coated, zero-
magni� cation optics with extremely 
long eye relief. � ey are powered by a 
single CR123 battery, while three eas-
ily-selected ranging modes allow one-
touch operation for yardage, meters 
and Ballistics Compensation with 
VAC. Each mode is displayed on the 
back of the unit via a vivid-green LED. 
� e units are waterproof and shock-
resistant, coated in a velvet-like rubber 
armor o� ering a sure grip and silenc-
ing qualities. � e Micro 1 comes with 
a Cordura carry case with a silent mag-
netic closure, belt loop and tether clip.

� is was the range� nder that saw 
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me through last year’s season without 
complaints. Although my unusually 
large hands combined with the unit’s 
ultra-compact size made it more chal-
lenging to operate steadily, its carrying 
ease more than makes up for that.

Opti-Logic’s new Recon Laser 
Range� nder (MSRP $360) was origi-
nally designed for military and tactical 
purposes, complete with olive-drab, 
rubberized housing, 6x magni� cation, 
and easy-to-use internal LCD display. 
� e unit provides True Distance (pas-
sive) from 4 to 1,000 meters (1094 
yards) with +/- 1 yard measurement 
tolerances, while also employing VAC 
technology accurate to within 1 degree. 
� is VAC technology compensates for 
archery trajectories out to 120 yards 
(� rearms from 121 to 1,000 yards). It’s 
also equipped with automatic rain, 
scan, line-of-sight trajectory and VAC 
modes to o� er a ranging solution in 
any hunting scenario. It measures 
1.71x2.95x4.29 inches, weighs 8 ounces 
and comes with a carrying case. CR123 
power provides up to 2,500 laser pops 
on a single battery and, like all Opti-
Logic range� nders, it comes with a full 
two-year warranty.

Simmons (www.simmonsoptics.
com) bene� ts from sister company 
Bushnell’s re� ned technology o� ered 
at a more a� ordable price. � e new 
LRF 600 Laser Range� nder retails for 
only $200 but includes exclusive Tilt 
Intelligence technology, 4x eyepiece 
and 600 yard ranging capabilities with 
+/- 1 yard accuracy. Tilt Intelligence 
provides line of sight distance, but 
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power provides up to 2,500 laser pops 
on a single battery and, like all Opti-
Logic range� nders, it comes with a full 
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at a more a� ordable price. � e new 
LRF 600 Laser Range� nder retails for 
only $200 but includes exclusive Tilt 
Intelligence technology, 4x eyepiece 
and 600 yard ranging capabilities with 
+/- 1 yard accuracy. Tilt Intelligence 
provides line of sight distance, but 

also provides true horizontal distance 
on shots taken on a steep incline or 
decline. � e LRF 600 ranges from 10 to 
600 yards, with 400 yard range capabili-
ties on trees, and 200 yards on deer and 
similar targets. � e chassis features a 
comfortable, vertical design and easy-
to-use one-button operation while 
weighing less than 8 ounces and prov-
ing weather resistant. It’s powered by 
a single 9 volt battery, includes a LCD 
display for bright information viewing, 
and comes with a black � nish, carry 
case and neck strap.

Vortex Optics (www.vortexoptics.
com) is a new name in range� nders, 
but not optics, entering the arena with 
the new Ranger 1000 (MSRP $499). 
� e unit is easy-to-use, featuring a 
clean, illuminated display and highly 
intuitive menu to keep things simple, 

Because 10 yards can

mean the difference

between life & death

800-310-8110
vaportrailarchery.com

and easy-to-use internal LCD display. 
� e unit provides True Distance (pas-
sive) from 4 to 1,000 meters (1094 
yards) with +/- 1 yard measurement 
tolerances, while also employing VAC 
technology accurate to within 1 degree. 
� is VAC technology compensates for � is VAC technology compensates for 
archery trajectories out to 120 yards 

Opti-Logic pulled out all of the stops 
when designing the new Recon. This unit 
includes automatic rain, scan, line-of-sight 
and VAC tilt-compensation modes to keep 
bowhunters covered in changing weather 
conditions.

The LRF 600 from Simmons is perhaps the 
most a� ordable tilt-compensated laser 
range� nder in the marketplace. For $200 
customers get Tilt Intelligence technol-
ogy to see them through steep uphill and 
downhill shots without guesswork.

Vortex entered the laser range� nder 
market in style and the Ranger 1000 is no 
exception. It o� ers an integrated belt clip 
that can be moved to the right or left side 
of the unit and Horizontal Component 
Distance tilt-compensation technology.

Continued on page 52
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while providing a high level of perfor-
mance. � ree brightness settings are 
made to match changing lighting con-
ditions. It’s capable of ranging targets 
to 1,000 yards and the HCD (Horizontal 
Component Distance) mode displays 
an angle-compensated distance read-
ing for uphill and downhill shots. 
Scan mode allows panning across 
the landscape or following an animal 
while showing the continuous yard-
age readout. Advanced mode o� ers an 
option for shooters who want to calcu-
late long-distance or high-angle shots 
with increased precision. � e Ranger 
1000 can be set to provide ranges in 
yards or meters and a battery indicator 
reveals the power status. � e unit can 
be stashed in a pocket, hung around 
the neck with the provided lanyard 
or mounted to a belt, pocket or pack 
using the included adjustable, remov-
able utility clip. Lenses are fully multi-
coated for maximum light transmission 
and O-ring seals assure 100 percent 
waterproof qualities. � is range� nder 
is powered by one CR2 battery and the 
unit includes a lifetime warranty.

Two-Fisted Ranging & Glassing
Bushnell’s new Fusion 1600 ARC 

Binoculars (MSRP $899) combine qual-
ity optics with tilt-compensated laser 
range� nder capabilities. � e 10x42 
binoculars feature BAK-4 roof prisms 

late long-distance or high-angle shots 
with increased precision. � e Ranger 
1000 can be set to provide ranges in 
yards or meters and a battery indicator 
reveals the power status. � e unit can 
be stashed in a pocket, hung around 
the neck with the provided lanyard 
or mounted to a belt, pocket or pack 
using the included adjustable, remov-
able utility clip. Lenses are fully multi-
coated for maximum light transmission 
and O-ring seals assure 100 percent 
waterproof qualities. � is range� nder 
is powered by one CR2 battery and the 
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Binoculars (MSRP $899) combine qual-
ity optics with tilt-compensated laser 
range� nder capabilities. � e 10x42 
binoculars feature BAK-4 roof prisms 

for true color � delity, fully multicoated 
optics for crisp low-light viewing and 
RainGuard HD coating to allow water 
to roll o�  easily. � ey are fully water-
proof and submersible to meet IPX7 
specs. � e binoculars include a built-in 
battery-life indicator and the integrat-
ed laser range� nder measures distanc-
es from 10 to 1,600 yards. ARC technol-
ogy calculates the angle to the target 
and gives users the “hold-over” range 
for ri� es and a true horizontal distance 
for bowhunters. � e brush mode is for 
ranging through heavy cover and the 
bull’s-eye mode is for ranging in the 
open. Also, these binoculars feature 
Variable Sight-In Distance capability 
or VSI. In ri� e mode, users can select 
between 100, 150, 200 or 300 yard sight-
in distances, either in inches or Minute 
of Angle (MOA) for long-range hold-
over. Vivid Display Technology pro-
motes better light transmission for low-
light viewing. � ey include twist-up 
eyecups and come with a battery, neck 
strap and carry case.

Leica’s Geovid HD (MSRP $2,400 
to $2,900) is unsurpassed in this 
arena, combining legendary German-
engineered optics with an improved 
internal range� nder, which instantly 
and precisely measures distances out 
to 1,400 yards. New-generation � uo-
ride glass provides even better de� -
nition, brilliance and contrast for 
the best image quality possible. An 
AquaDura lens coating repels water 
and dirt to make them easier to keep 
clean and clear in extreme weather 
conditions. � ese optics are o� ered in 
8x42, 10x42, 8x56 and 15x56 models 
and provide single-button ranging and 

for true color � delity, fully multicoated 
optics for crisp low-light viewing and 
RainGuard HD coating to allow water 
to roll o�  easily. � ey are fully water-
proof and submersible to meet IPX7 
specs. � e binoculars include a built-in 
battery-life indicator and the integrat-
ed laser range� nder measures distanc-
es from 10 to 1,600 yards. ARC technol-
ogy calculates the angle to the target 
and gives users the “hold-over” range 
for ri� es and a true horizontal distance 
for bowhunters. � e brush mode is for 
ranging through heavy cover and the 
bull’s-eye mode is for ranging in the 
open. Also, these binoculars feature 
Variable Sight-In Distance capability 
or VSI. In ri� e mode, users can select 
between 100, 150, 200 or 300 yard sight-
in distances, either in inches or Minute 
of Angle (MOA) for long-range hold-
over. Vivid Display Technology pro-
motes better light transmission for low-
light viewing. � ey include twist-up 
eyecups and come with a battery, neck 

programming. � e range is provided 
via an internal red LED readout. Milled 
metal barrels and rubber armoring 
make them tough enough to be cov-
ered by Leica’s lifetime warranty.

Top-tier Austrian glass has made 
Swarovski Optik (www.swarovskiop-
tik.com) a household name in serious 
hunting circles. � ese are bulletproof, 
tack-sharp optics made to last a life-
time, but that lifetime dependability 
does come at a price. � e all-new, 32 
ounce EL Range combines Swarovski’s 
renowned binocular technology with 
an internal laser range� nder, making 
for a streamlined and hassle-free hunt-
ing tool providing 91 percent light trans-
mission from each barrel for the bright-
est low-light viewing and ranging. � ey 
come in 8x42 (MSRP $3,254) and 10x42 
($3,310) configurations, effectively 
ranging targets from 33 to 1,500 yards 
with the push of a well-placed button. 
Swaro-Aim technology provides cor-
rected ballistic trajectory yardage for 
angled shots. � ere is a precise internal 
red LCD aiming circle and distance 
display, automatic display intensity 
adjustment (also � ve manual intensity 
settings) and a scan mode for moving 
targets. All of this means customers 
never have to take their eyes o�  the 
game until they are ready to shoot. � e 
magnesium-framed optics are airtight 
and dustproof, waterproof to 13 feet, 
and coated in rubber armor to absorb 
hard knocks. � ey provide wide-angle 
viewing via the four-position adjust-
able eyecups compatible with eye-
glasses. � e streamlined, wrap-around 
grip makes them easy to handle in wet 

Continued from page 50

the best image quality possible. An 
AquaDura lens coating repels water 
and dirt to make them easier to keep 
clean and clear in extreme weather 
conditions. � ese optics are o� ered in 
8x42, 10x42, 8x56 and 15x56 models 
and provide single-button ranging and 

For those who want the very best, Leica’s 
Geovid binocular/laser range� nder pack-
ages deliver the best-of-class German optics 
joined with one of the most sophisticated 
laser range� nder systems in the industry. 
They are o� ered in this 8x42 and in a 10x42 
con� guration.

Scan mode allows panning across 
the landscape or following an animal 
while showing the continuous yard-
age readout. Advanced mode o� ers an 
option for shooters who want to calcu-
late long-distance or high-angle shots late long-distance or high-angle shots 
with increased precision. � e Ranger 
1000 can be set to provide ranges in for true color � delity, fully multicoated for true color � delity, fully multicoated for true color � delity, fully multicoated 

The Fusion from Bushnell combines a 
top-quality 10x42, fully multicoated bin-
oculars perfect for glassing and viewing 
wildlife with an ARC angle-compensated 
laser range� nder.
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weather. � e laser range� nder operates 
on one CR2 battery. � e entire package 
includes a neck strap, spare battery 
holder, spare battery, � eld bag, ocular 
and objective lens covers and a snap 
shot adaptor.

Zeiss (www.zeiss.com) Victory T 
RF Range� nding Binoculars are every-
thing you’d expect from the heralded 
German name: unsurpassed quality 

weather. � e laser range� nder operates 
on one CR2 battery. � e entire package 
includes a neck strap, spare battery 
holder, spare battery, � eld bag, ocular 
and objective lens covers and a snap 

 (www.zeiss.com) Victory T 
RF Range� nding Binoculars are every-
thing you’d expect from the heralded 
German name: unsurpassed quality 

that comes with a hefty price tag. � ey 
come in two configurations: the 
Victory T* RF 8x45 (MSRP $2,700) serv-
ing as an “ideal” for most bowhunting 
needs and in 10x45 ($2,800) models 
for open “Western” settings. � e rug-
ged magnesium-framed binoculars 
are covered with a black, matte-� nish 
rubber armor, while the large 45mm 
objective lenses and cutting-edge T* 
lens coatings provide gin-clear view-
ing at the dimmest hours. LotuTec lens 

coatings repel moisture, � ngerprints 
and dust to maintain a clear view even 
in rough weather. � e integrated laser 
range� nder includes the sophisticat-
ed Ballistic Information System (BIS), 
which provides compensated ranges 
from 10 to 1,300 yards via an intuitive 
� ngertip control and internal, self-illu-
minating LED display.

Full-Draw Ranging
Leupold’s Vendetta Bow-Mounted 

Range� nder (MSRP $375) stands alone 
in its class. � is bow-mounted range-
� nder (not legal in all states) o� ers cus-
tomers precise ranging by squeezing a 
pressure pad on the bow’s grip while 
at full draw. � is design minimizes 
movement and time spent fumbling 
with a hand-held unit. Leupold’s True 
Ballistic Range feature automatically 
calculates yardage to targets situated 
on steep inclines or below stands. � e 
Vendetta has a range� nding capacity 
of 10-70 yards and features a one-touch 
scan mode. A large LED display utilizes 
a red � lter to promote sharp images 
in any light and the CR2 lithium cell 
provides thousands of readings with an 

that comes with a hefty price tag. � ey 

Range� nder (MSRP $375) stands alone 
in its class. � is bow-mounted range-
� nder (not legal in all states) o� ers cus-
tomers precise ranging by squeezing a tomers precise ranging by squeezing a 
pressure pad on the bow’s grip while 
at full draw. � is design minimizes 

Zeiss builds the Victory T in an 8x45 and 
10x45 size, the latter aimed at Western 
hunters. Both provide famous Zeiss clarity 
combined with ranging from 10 yards out 
to 1,300 yards.

that comes with a hefty price tag. � ey that comes with a hefty price tag. � ey 
come in two configurations: the come in two configurations: the 
that comes with a hefty price tag. � ey 

Zeiss builds the Victory T in an 8x45 and 
10x45 size, the latter aimed at Western 
hunters. Both provide famous Zeiss clarity 
combined with ranging from 10 yards out 
to 1,300 yards.to 1,300 yards.

Austrian-made Swarovski optics have 
emerged as some of the very best in the 
world. The EL Range series combines this 
renowned glass with precision laser range-
� nder technology capable of ranging from 
33 to 1,500 yards.
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auto power-o�  function that prolongs 
battery life. � e entire unit weighs only 
9 ounces (with battery and ball-joint-
equipped aluminum mounting brack-
et) and measures 1.3x2.3x2.8 inches. 
� e tough polycarbonate body protects 
it from hard knocks. It is fully water-
proof and the multicoated lenses are 
scratch resistant. A built-in visible laser 
makes aligning sights with the range-
� nder easier, which is viable on left- or 
right-handed bows and with any sight 
system.

NeverGuess Range� nders (www.
neverguessrange� nders.com) is a com-
pact, arm-mounted system allowing 
ranging at full draw (MSRP $349), and 
is legal in states where bow-mounted 
electronics aren’t permitted. � e range-
� nder uses standard “time of � ight” 
laser technology and incorporates a tilt 
sensor to provide true horizontal dis-
tance on angled shots. Customers strap 
the NeverGuess system on their arm 
with its adjustable camou� age arm 
guard, attach the pressure switch to a 
� nger, and position it to accommodate 
their draw posture. A rigid strip inside 
the arm guard protects the arm from 
string slap. � e NeverGuess includes 
� ber optic sights, allowing users to 
aim at the target before squeezing the 
switch against the bow riser to gain an 
instant display of the true horizontal 
distance. � e LED display � ashes line-
of-sight range, but keeps the true hori-
zontal distance showing to aid in pin 
selection. � e display screen includes 
an auto brightness control for sharp 
detail in any light. It also has brush 
� lter and horizontal modes, automatic 
power-o�  to save batteries and a sleep 
mode to eliminate battery drain while 
hiking. � e camo-anodized, solid alu-
minum body and scratch-resistant lens 

their draw posture. A rigid strip inside 
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covers makes the unit tough and water-
proof. � e battery cap opens with a 
coin and the unit comes with a storage 
sack. It is warranted for two years.

No Batteries Required
Bad River Outdoors’ (www.

badriveroutdoors.com) Tagged Out 
Range� nders are legal in all states and 
eliminate the problems of electronic 
laser range� nders, such as ranging 
through obstacles or � ddling with a 
laser unit when you should be draw-
ing your bow or shooting. � e Tagged 
Out system is simple to use, even if a 
lot of complicated geometry went into 

covers makes the unit tough and water-
proof. � e battery cap opens with a 
coin and the unit comes with a storage 

 (www.
badriveroutdoors.com) Tagged Out 
Range� nders are legal in all states and 
eliminate the problems of electronic 
laser range� nders, such as ranging 
through obstacles or � ddling with a 

making it foolproof. Tagged Out allows 
customers to accurately range various 
big game species while at full draw. 
� e patented bracket snaps onto the 
aperture of nearly any standard bow 
sight and includes a baseline held on 
the bottom of an animal’s chest and 
stepped reference brackets correlating 
to an animal’s back line according to 
the range. Draw a bow, � t the animal 

Bad River Outdoors’ Tagged Out ranging 
system is an inexpensive and easy way to 
gain accurate ranges. The product mounts 
to an existing sight and various gaps are 
used to determine the range on common 
big game animals.

the NeverGuess system on their arm 
with its adjustable camou� age arm 
guard, attach the pressure switch to a 
� nger, and position it to accommodate 
their draw posture. A rigid strip inside their draw posture. A rigid strip inside 
the arm guard protects the arm from 

Leupold’s bow-mounted Vendetta allows archers to laser range targets while at full 
draw, though it is important to note that this is not legal in states that prohibit bow-
mounted electronic devices. It includes visible laser aiming to align with sights and tilt 
compensation technology.
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in the proper gap, and hold for the cor-
responding range. � ey’re made for 
Standard Deer (120 to 250 pounds), 
Large Deer (250 to 400 pounds), and 
in a version for Elk and Stag. � e 
universal-mount Tagged Out Acrylic 
(MSRP $10) includes a clear, � at-acryl-
ic construction, while the Tagged Out 
Extreme sports a deep-blade design, 
glow-in-the-dark � nish, all-aluminum 
construction and a custom � t to your 
bow sight of choice. Both are guaran-
teed for life.

Bad River Outdoors hasn’t forgot-
ten the crossbow shooter. � e Tagged 
Out Crossbow Sight (MSRP $170) uti-
lizes an all-aluminum construction, is 
pre-sighted to 60 yards using bright 
� ber optics, is � tted with a rheostat 
light and includes the built-in Deer 
Range Finder. It is designed for com-
patibility with several major crossbow 
brands.

Newer still, the innovative, 5.9 
ounce ACOG Crossbow Optic (MSRP 
$1,100) from Trijicon (www.triji-
con.com) and Bad River Outdoors is 
a 3x24mm scope with an integrated 
range� nding reticle matching the bolt-
drop compensating crosshairs. � ree 
reticle models are o� ered depending 
on crossbow velocity (XB1 300-340, 
XB2 340-400 or XB3 400-450 fps). Once 
the proper reticle is chosen and zeroed 
to 30 yards, shooters simply hold on 
with the corresponding crosshair for 
pinpoint accuracy to 80 yards in 5 
yard increments. � e ACOG Crossbow 
Reticle also utilizes Bad River Outdoors’ 
Ranging System. � e � ber optic/triti-
um-phosphor lamp pin-illumination 
system requires no batteries. All of the 
lenses are coated and the range� nder 
is set inside a forged aluminum hous-
ing that’s completely waterproof.
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Archer Range Range� nder (www.
archerrange.com) is a patented prod-
uct designed speci� cally for bowhunt-
ing (MSRP $50). It combines a 50 yard 
range� nder with a 33-foot, tangle-free 
pull-up rope that is as strong as a � ber-
glass tape measure. A � ip-out handle 
provides fast tape retrieval. � e range-
� nder itself is designed to give archers 
compensated horizontal range. It’s 
compact enough for a shirt pocket, 
it’s durable and it includes an inte-
grated belt-loop clip to make it easy 
to use. To use the unit, cus-
tomers clip Archer Range to 
their belt, attach the other 
end to their bow, and climb. 
After climbing into the stand 
and before hoisting gear, 
archers use the tape measure 
to note stand height to the 
chest. After pulling up gear 
and reeling in the tape, the 
range� nder is aimed at the 
base of landmarks around the 
stand using the range� nder’s 
“pistol” sights. While aiming, 
the archer depresses an acti-
vation button to release the 
pendulum. After a couple of 
seconds, release the button 
and consult the graph on the 
side of the unit, correlating 
the measured height and pen-
dulum position to learn the 
compensated range to the tar-
get. No batteries are required.

Knowing the range makes 
hitting the mark with a bow 
that much easier. In the past 

archerrange.com) is a patented prod-
uct designed speci� cally for bowhunt-
ing (MSRP $50). It combines a 50 yard 
range� nder with a 33-foot, tangle-free 
pull-up rope that is as strong as a � ber-
glass tape measure. A � ip-out handle 
provides fast tape retrieval. � e range-
� nder itself is designed to give archers 
compensated horizontal range. It’s 
compact enough for a shirt pocket, 
it’s durable and it includes an inte-

bowhunters have relied on long prac-
tice and honed skills. Today the bow-
hunter can choose any of the range-
� nders above and instantly improve 
their hit-to-miss ratio. Taking the 
guesswork out of bowhunting shots 
means more success. In other words, 
more game on the meat pole, more 
trophies on the wall and more happy 
customers.
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in a version for Elk and Stag. � e 
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Three reticles are available for Trijicon’s new ACOG Crossbow scope, providing shoot-
ers with instant feedback on range determined by placing animals in three size ranges 
between precise strata lines.

in the proper gap, and hold for the cor-in the proper gap, and hold for the cor-

Trijicon’s ACOG Crossbow Optic includes 
Bad River Outdoors’ gap-ranging system 
and a battle-proven � ber optic/tritium-
phosphor pin illumination that needs no 
batteries.
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